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ABSTRACT
As the number of IoT devices has increased rapidly, IoT botnets
have exploited the vulnerabilities of IoT devices. However, it is
still challenging to detect the initial intrusion on IoT devices prior
to massive attacks. Thus, a new approach that monitors these ini-
tial intrusions is needed. Power side-channel information can be
used because it does not require any modification in programming
languages or operating systems on diverse IoT devices.

We propose a distributed power side-channel auditing system for
online IoT intrusion detection. To meet the real-time requirement,
we develop a lightweight power auditing device. We then design
a distributed CNN classifier for online inference in a laboratory
setting. Two distributed protocols are also proposed in order to
protect data leakage and reduce networking redundancy. In this
work, we demonstrate the feasibility of our real-time distributed
system for intrusion detection on IoT devices.
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1 INTRODUCTION
On IoT devices, identifying and understanding various character-
istics of abusive botnet attacks remains a challenge. Poor security
on many IoT devices makes them soft targets, and often victims
may not be even aware of whether they are infected [5]. While
network-based studies often targeted specific devices or protocols,
IoT devices are not being controlled by just a few standardized oper-
ating systems or protocols [1]. Therefore, new research is needed to
find a universal security solution for diverse IoT devices in practical
deployments. Furthermore, IoT devices are not capable of deploying
sophisticated detection algorithms that often require significant
resources. It is also inefficient to deploy a dedicated system for a
single IoT device. Thus, cloud-based mechanisms can be a solution
to leverage their tremendous computing power to detect misused
IoT devices.

In this work, we propose a distributed Power Auditing System
that detects intrusion on IoT devices in real-time. We first utilize the
power side-channel information for the detection of stealthy attacks.
Power consumption data is universal since it can capture accumu-
lated tasks on heterogeneous devices, such as different hardware,
vendors, operating systems, etc. Meanwhile, it is nearly impossible
for attackers to generate power draw in normal operation modes

while attacks. Next, we leverage the cloud environment for online
classification to offload CNN inference computations. Overall, this
demo is the real-time implementation of our recent work "Deep-
Auditor: Distributed Online Intrusion Detection System for IoT
devices via Power Side-channel Auditing", which was accepted to
IPSN’22. More technical details and results are addressed in the
regular paper [3].

2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Figure 1 illustrates the system overview. Our system includes a
smart auditor that can be interfaced with an IoT device, specifically
between the IoT device itself and its power supply, as illustrated
in Figure 2. The power consumption data of IoT devices are then
transmitted to a cloud classifier for real-time intrusion detection. In
addition, for the online classification of the power consumption data,
we propose a privacy-preserved CNN classier in a cloud setting.
This CNNmodel was partitioned and deployed in two non-colluding
servers, the Data Inferencer and the Computing Cloud, to offload
the computing requirements of the CNN inference computations
to more capable means of performing them.

In the cloud setting, it should be noted that the servers may
try to infer IoT device behavior based on the power trace input,
and users try to learn the server’s model parameters based on the
server output. In order to protect the private data from IoT devices,
the present system is configured to include a privacy-preserved
protocol via Packed Homomorphic Encryption (PHE) [2, 4]. This
protocol is secure assuming a semi-honest model. Specifically, the
Computing Cloud is then not permitted to learn IoT private data
received from the Data Inferencer, whereas the Data Inferencer
similarly is not permitted to learn the model parameters held by
the Computing Cloud or primary remote server. Furthermore, the
system is also configured to apply a sliding window protocol for
better classification accuracy and real-time inference. This sliding
window protocol segments raw power traces and transmits the
segmented packets to the cloud. Then, the cloud site assembles
the segmented packets prior to online inference. Altogether, the
proposed distributed components accomplish the online intrusion
detection on multiple IoT devices via power side-channel auditing.

3 IMPLEMENTATION
We implemented a prototype system in a lab setting. A Raspberry
Pi 3 device was utilized for power auditors and IoT devices since
it is widely used for IoT prototyping purposes. Using a current
sensor, the Power Auditor measures the power consumption of
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Figure 1: System Overview — The system consists of three subsystems with two distributed protocols.

Figure 2: Power Auditor Testbed

connected IoT devices 1. The system also used a UNIX server for
the Data Inferencer in the same local network. The Computing
Cloud is a more powerful computing server, located in the cloud.
All the software modules were implemented in Python. According
to our system experiments, our power auditing device requires only
2W during the real-time inference, and the network bandwidth
is also only 120Kbps, which is lightweight enough for real-time
inference. In this embodiment, we collected a power consumption
dataset of IoT devices and trained a CNN classifier with the dataset
collected. The 1D CNN classifier was then deployed in the Data
Inferencer and the Computing Cloud server. As illustrated in Figure
1, we also implemented the proposed protocols between networking
interfaces in Python for online privacy-preserved inference.

4 DEMONSTRATION
Two scenarios are used in our demonstration. First, we plan to show
that the power auditor device can capture real-time power consump-
tion changes as it measures different behavior of IoT devices. By
doing this, participants can have a sense of what the input data
look like in our classification system. Figure 3 illustrates various
displays of the power consumption data.

Next, we will show real-time classification results where the
proposed CNN classifier gets involved. The intermediate server and
primary cloud server compute predicted labels given the power
input. This scenario will also include the procedures of the two
proposed protocols: a sliding window between Power Auditor and
Data Inferencer in user site, and a privacy-preserved inference

1Power-auditing source code is available at https://github.com/woossup/Power-
Auditor
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Figure 3: Power Traces collected by our Power Auditor

(a) Data Collecting (b) Online Classification

Figure 4: Online Classification Displays
protocol between Data Inferencer and Computing Cloud. Figure 4
illustrates potential displays of the online classification procedure.

Overall, our demo session can demonstrate how power con-
sumption data can tell malicious behavior on multiple IoT devices
without data leakage.
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